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JOHN BERGER DISCUSSION:  
SATURDAY 16TH FEBRUARY 2013, 5PM 

–––––––––––– 

 

Jonelle Two things kept resurging and that I kept thinking about in And our faces.. and Field 
essay, one being that the event that he describes in the field is a result of convergence of the 
time of human consciousness filling out the exact dimensions of the space. 

Sue Where the minutes perfectly fill the spatial contours. 

Jonelle Yes, he keeps saying that in different ways – that seems to be the phenomenon that 
he spontaneously experienced but then analysed in retrospect, and found that that’s what was 
happening. 

Sue I wasn’t initially sure what he meant by ‘event’, when he speaks about hearing the hen 
cackling, it was like an event he was waiting for and then as soon as you pay attention to it, 
there being this sudden intense awareness of freedom – it’s almost delivered as something he 
was waiting for, but the word event is coming to mean this idea of transformation as soon as 
it’s taken heed of. 

Jonelle And he speaks of how it’s sort of contradictory to speak of it in that way, but it’s the 
nature of the experience, and there’s this unavoidable contradiction because it doesn’t take 
place in narrative time. 

Sue He also speaks about it becoming preverbal, and so he attempts to diagrammatically 
describe it. 

Jonelle But he’s analysing after it happened and wondering what the conditions were that he 
encountered. 

Sue Looking at it from the point of view, when he talks about the hen cackling, and there 
being this intense awareness. At the same time he’s acknowledging there are conditions 
which are ideal for that, rather than looking at it from point of view of everyday experience, 
but there are also ideal conditions for everyday experience. Even though it’s contingencies 
overlapping, but there are possible conditions within this that would be ideal for this kind of 
awareness – ideal forms of conditions of contingency. 

Jonelle Which we can only decide upon on as we go along or as things become apparent. It’s 
not a kind of dominance, which it can be to set up conditions as if you know them in advance. 
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Sue Awareness of things falling into synch. 

Jonelle Similar to what Perec does. 

Sue About mapping out. 

Jonelle Making a gesture in direct response and then wondering why you wanted to make 
that gesture about that experience which was so mundane. 

Sue It’s interesting to see this manual-like attribute recurring, where Perec has strict 
activities, Rilke provided – inadvertently – provided this manual of advice to ‘a young poet’, 
and then Berger constructed his life in such a way that it would create experiences which 
matched his work – this bleeding over of life and work and extendedly form and content. 

Jonelle You mean like moving to rural France? 

Sue Yeah. 

Jonelle It’s funny because they all decided to be French – Perec was born French but his 
parents were Polish – but they all identified with France.  

Sue Berger and Rilke have this absolute overlap of life and work and life leading into work 
and work feeding into life.. not that they’re less aware of it, but maybe it’s initially more of 
an emotive decision than with Perec. 

Jonelle His decisions don’t always seem to be emotive but his descriptions are; they contain 
emotion. 

Sue ‘Pay attention to your teaspoons.’ 

Jonelle That kind of links to the second point I was thinking about: preverbal experiences 
you can’t describe because they constitute events that don’t take place within narrative time – 
you can’t describe them exactly with words because with words it’ll always be disappointing, 
and then there’s when Berger speaks about being most influenced by the cinema and by 
cinematic editing.. It’s just an offering and a showing rather than any sort of analysis… 
That’s what they all do is list things, just putting the elements together to see how they 
generated the experience. It’s essentially cinematic.  

Sue That’s why I think there can be a wall when interpreting them, it’s as if they come to 
their end point almost right away. In keeping with that idea of the pre-verbal and non-
narrative state, in And our faces.. he speaks about how language is still the portal for that 
because language still leaves things open for the unspeakable. It has the potentiality of being 
complete, and I started thinking about shaping words rather than employing direct 
description, and how paradoxical it is that language as a medium of words is still the portal 
for that kind of expression because it allows room for the unspeakable.  
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Jonelle Using language as an artistic medium, in that you’re taking one thing and putting it 
with another thing and seeing what comes out of their union. Poetic elements rather than a 
narrative construction. In Doris Lessing (The Golden Notebook), in one of the notebooks, the 
narrator has started to write a novel about a couple, Ella and Paul, and afterwards realises she 
didn’t write a description of what the relationship was like, now that she knows the 
destructive forces that were at work all the way through, she’s only described it in retrospect 
in terms of those forces, and she talks about how that kind of narrative literature can never 
really show you what just happened.. 

Literature is analysis after the event… To show a woman loving a man 
one should show her cooking a meal for him or opening a bottle of 
wine for the meal, while she waits for his ring at the door. Or waking 
in the morning before he does to see his face change from the calm of 
sleep into a smile of welcome. Yes. To be repeated a thousand times. 
But that isn’t literature. Probably better as a film. Yes, the physical 
quality of life, that’s living, and not the analysis afterwards, or the 
movements of discord or premonition. A shot in a film: Ella slowly 
peeling an orange, handing Paul yellow segments of the fruit, which 
he takes, one after another, thoughtfully, frowning: he is thinking of 
something else. * 

Like what Berger was saying about the cinematic showing of something which took place in 
its own time, the core of something invulnerable to interpretation. 

Sue Gesture becomes so much more loaded when narrative or analytic representation isn’t 
being leaned on – engagement, intervention, interjecting in an emotive way or bodily way 
into a physical or emotive space through gesture. 

Jonelle When you don’t slow it down and make it not what it was phenomenologically, like 
Merleau-Ponty on about the video of Matisse painting, and how they slow down the gesture 
so that that one brushstroke appears like a consciously meditated moment of genius, rather 
than the spontaneous bodily gesture that it was.  

Sue When I was researching the idea of diaristic photography and gestural poetry last year, I 
had gestural poetry defined as a way of injecting oneself into daily experience and then 
making something, the gesture being the making and then the art being the documentation of 
that making – like the photographer Adam Jeppensen, his photographs are also physical, 
tangible artefacts. And that’s a just another side of their function. 

I was reading about the Into Their Labours trilogy, when he sums up peasant life as being 
more authentic because it’s grounded in rhythms of sex, seasons, birth and death, and their 
reliance on the land – engagement on an integral inherent level, as opposed to capitalism and 
urban sprawl.. 
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Jonelle Those things being the building blocks of your day rather than things you have to get 
out of the way. Is it Rilke who talks about how even food has become just something else to 
get done? He’s talking about sex and food and he talks about eating being turned into 
something else to just complete as part of your day. We cut ourselves off from having these 
basic genuine experiences. 

Sue And Berger says engagement on the ‘peasant-level’ is an answer to the question of here 
and now. Fiction creating places where impossible and possible coexist.. 

Jonelle In these European places that may or may not exist. 

Sue Also the spectral dimensions of a place that we can come to experience or be aware of 
through engagement – I suppose he does talk about metaphysics as an absolute given in terms 
of supporting his ideas. 

Jonelle There’s a definite tangible element to his work that’s not about anything physical, but 
it’s born of an engagement with the physical – what we have and what we do with it and what 
it means to us. 

Sue In Here Is Where We Meet he goes around different cities and he’s meeting deceased 
loved ones, and there’s this weird correlation of people with spaces, and spaces offering up a 
facilitation of these relationships…  

Jonelle The presence of the space isn’t just because you are by default always somewhere 
when you do something; the spaces were felt by means of what they contained or facilitated, 
and will always contain elements of those relationships… 

Sue And it’s about thinking of people as spaces in a way, I think.  

Jonelle Or that space is always just what it contains. 

Sue In And our faces.. he talks about being rendered an immigrant in being away from his 
lover – the alienation and disorientation… Our experiential understanding refers to space at a 
constant level. 

Jonelle Holding all of our relations. 

Sue It’s what the crossover is made of as well as what you’re crossing over to. 

Jonelle And he speaks about the violence of immigration. 

Sue Almost a form of deconstruction. 

Jonelle I’ve written a memory of a field near my house, and it’s a memory like a capsule, 
totally indestructible, you know those memories? I always carry it, which I know because it 
resurges unbidden with certain feelings.  
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Sue Is this where they built that bridge? 

Jonelle The road beside the field is what the bridge was built over, the bypass – and it’s just a 
totally different road now.  

 * 

Sue I just can’t believe this is a bypass, it looks like something on the way to Dia Beacon. 

Jonelle It is sort of strangely beautiful but I am so annoyed at it. 

Sue It’s so sculptural and looks like it was made for that light, but then this tiny detail [points 
to wire fence] starts to give it away.  

Jonelle What I’ve written is interspersed with Berger quotes, and it’s about memory as a 
capsule invulnerable to revisions of narrative time. The descriptions of this, the memory 
itself, I wrote outside of brackets. Other memories that came up associationally, things that 
have happened or been thought since – that I’m bringing to it now, are bracketed. I didn’t 
really mean for it to be this formal but it’s how it happened as I wrote it. * 

Sue Does he use the term punctum? 

Jonelle No, it’s just such a concise way of conveying that kind of.. thing. 
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Sue I did this sketch after reading and rereading his description of the field.. trying to imagine 
‘the field’ of the ideal conditions.  

* 

Jonelle Here is like the rhythm from a train, there’s a pattern to it.  

Sue I was trying to get things straight in my head.. ‘the wire around you is the horizon’.. the 
idea of it being a segmented area, and how do you represent that boundary of a segmented 
area? 

Jonelle This part here is like a subtle enclosure, seeming very secret and self-contained 
(points to left-hand side foreground of sketch). 

Sue This I did as the sound of the hen cackling.  

 * 
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Jonelle It’s so synaesthetic. How did you make that? It’s making me think of silk painting. 

Sue They’re meant to be little cards but I just tear the paper in two, it’s very thick it lends 
well to taking a lot of water – I really use very little ink. 

Jonelle How intentional is this? 

Sue Very – say putting down a wash of water and putting the tiniest stop of ink into it and 
then trying to negotiate it – if it dries too quickly it comes across as a harsh dry line. And this 
I did – I know I showed you before – it’s in response to the last bit of And our faces, where 
there’s that intense awareness brought about by the fact that they’re in their friend’s house, 
lying in bed together, listening to the children playing music downstairs before they go to 
school. 

Jonelle Like the field in that it’s an isolated experience, a convergence of their bodies in that 
time in that place, and there’s the awareness that it’s somehow singular, the meeting of so 
many factors.  

Sue And paying attention to that is the only way to address what it means to be there.  
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Jonelle You took out the mug!  

Sue I know - well the mug bit didn’t really happen. 

Jonelle That’s ok though. 

Sue Yeah, I just ended up not wanting it. 

Jonelle This keeps it more about one thing and the self-contained feeling of that event.  

Sue I think I was stretching to show ramifications of that experience of the night-time. 

Jonelle You wanted to show something by it.  

Sue I was just wondering how that ripple forward into the rest of the day, that we didn’t make 
the bed. Or the association of an unmade bed resonating with you as you go about the day.  

Jonelle I thought as well about Alfred Steiglitz and his Equivalents, his photographs of the 
sky, as the same kind of convergence that Berger is talking about, as expressions of the same 
type of event: this visual ‘equivalence’ as bringing the time of his consciousness into 
alignment with the space he occupies. They were the result of a gesture acknowledging this.  
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Sue There is a simplicity in them, a very humble element. 

Jonelle He talks about them as abstractions. 

Sue So much about texture… It’s a weird thing to do to manage to make the sky look 
abstract. What your body would have to do to obtain this imagery. 

Jonelle And when you look back down you’d be really disorientated… And that he called 
them Equivalents: an event that acknowledges your experience of it, standing out from or not 
lining up with everything else surrounding it. Clouds like Ed Krcma was talking about, 
they’re not within perspective. 

Sue They don’t correspond. 

Jonelle Choosing to do it with clouds I think is significant for that. 

Sue Just in terms of achieving heightened engagement, bringing the head back down, in some 
ways you have to negate certain things, remove yourself with the paradoxical effect that you 
get closer. 

Jonelle That’s why he tries to outline ideal conditions. 

Sue Could it be that it wouldn’t be a gesture, that it would be status quo. 

Jonelle Gesture of documentation? Or you mean occupying a state of hightened engagement 
by default? 

Sue Yes – gesture of engagement. 
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Jonelle As a response, we could open ourselves to these kinds of experiences of 
‘equivalence’ and look at what comes of it – figure out something about the nature of that 
convergence.  

–––––––––––––– 

 

 

Featuring Jonelle Mannion and Sue Rainsford 

* For the source of all of the above references, see this link: 
http://fieldartdublin.wordpress.com/2013/02/18/berger-responses/ 

 

 

 


